
SCHOOL IS COOL It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!
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As we grow up, we set some
goals and start to dream about
them. In order to boost our

skills, courage and knowledge we fol-
low the person who is most inspiring
in our life. I seek inspiration from
actor, model, singer, producer
Priyanka Chopra Jonas. 

Whenever I see her
achievements and listen to
her, I get a strong feeling that
I can do anything in my life.
Priyanka has set a benchmark for
everyone who wants to dream big and
is willing to work hard enough to
achieve it. She has proven time and
again that nothing is impossible. 

She is truly the ‘Queen of versa-

tility’ and has pros-
pered in every field
she's passionate
about. This woman
with courage has
taught us to

never be afraid, to break stereotypes
and to never say never. Her quote,
"Don’t try to squeeze into a glass
slipper. Instead, shatter the glass
ceiling”, helps me realise the vast
opportunities and to look at the big-

ger picture. This icon has an Indian
restaurant, hair care brand,

memoir and continues to do
great things in every field.

Being a public figure, she has
stood up for gender equality

and has inspired many by her
work as a UN ambassador. She
continues to ignite a spark in me
and many others throughout the
globe.

ISHITA PRASAD,
class XII,
Gitanjali Senior
School,
Hyderabad

Yoga should be practiced under the supervision of Yoga Guru. The views expressed in the above article are those of the author and the newspaper takes no responsibility for it.

Students are often unable to retain what they study
due to factors such as stress, lack of focus, fatigue,
lack of mindfulness, etc. Practicing Matsyasana can
help as it improves blood flow in the head.

FISH
POSE

 With regular practice of
this asana, one feels relaxed
and rejuvenated. Eliminates
negative thoughts from mind. 

 It activates the nervous
system and stretches and
strengthens the spine.

 The asana stimulates the
pituitary gland and increases
the blood supply into the
head, which helps in 
maintaining good memory.

INSTRUCTIONS
BENEFITSBENEFITSBENEFITSBENEFITS Sit in lotus posture.

Bend slowly backward and lie
on the floor without releasing
the lotus posture.

Lift the chest a little upward.

Hold on to the big toes with
elbows touching the floor.

Breathe slowly. Stay here for
30-50 counts.

To release the position, bring
down the back to the floor
and straighten the head.

MATSYASANA

WHO SHOULD
AVOID THIS POSE

 This  posture should be
avoided if one is suffering from

high or low blood pressure.

 Migraine and insomnia
patients, those with serious
lower back or neck injuries

should not practice this.

SNEHAL GARG,
Yoga facilitator at

Birla Open Minds
International

School, Kollur,
Hyderabad
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QUEEN OF VERSATILITY

PRIYANKA CHOPRA JONAS

Aleader is the one who not only knows 
the way, and goes the way but also 
shows the way.

The school held the Investiture Ceremony for
the newly appointed members of the Student
Council on July 1, 2021 through the virtual plat-
form.
This is the most awaited event of the year as it
signifies the confidence and a new beginning for
the office bearers inducted in to the Council. 
School captain Nidhi Bhadoria of class XII was

administered the oath of office by school princi-
pal Shobha Rajiv. The sports captain and the
house captains of Agni House, Akash House,
Amrit House and Prithvi House were inducted
into the Council by their parents at home due to
the current situation. 
In her opening speech, the school captain,
speaking on behalf of the Student Council,
thanked the principal and the teachers for
entrusting them with the opportunity and prom-
ised to fulfil their duties with due diligence.

Principal Shobha Rajiv urged the badge holders
to lead with confidence and lead by example.
She thanked the parents and teachers for col-
laborating during these tough times with the

common motive of nurturing the young minds
and preparing them for a happier world order.
The programme culminated with the vote of
thanks by sports captain Dipti Rani Swain.

The Ryanites experienced unre-
strained joy when they had a
virtual face-to face interaction

with Ruskin Bond, the iconic littera-
teur who has gifted the young learn-
ers a number of fascinating stories,
novellas, essays and books. Students
from various branches across India
joined the meeting. He is a 'Man of
Rare Insight'
with phenom-
enal success in
juvenile litera-
ture.

The meet, held on June 19, 2021,
began with a great exaltation intro-
ducing the award-winning author,

Ruskin Bond. Director of Ryan Group
of Institutions Sonal Pinto welcomed
and introduced Bond.

During a fun and lively chat that
followed, the much-adored children's
author talked about his autobiogra-
phy, 'Lone Fox Dancing' and the hur-
dles he faced getting his first book
published. He recited his poems, gave

a small message in his
own handwriting to all
the Ryanites. The
book-reading enthusi-
asts among the stu-

dents asked questions and the writer
spoke about pouring his personal feel-
ings while writing his books. In his

tale-telling manner, the author re-
counted episodes from his life and
spoke about his literary works. He
also gave the students ideas to better
their literary skills.

The writer expressed a desire to
meet the Ryanites in person in the

near future.
The students expressed love for

his literary works and their gratitude
for spending priceless moments with
them. The meeting came to an end
with a short quote, "Be a reader and
you will be a leader".

Path breaking ideas emerge when
curious minds collaborate. Edu-
cational institutions in India and

world-wide have turned out some of the
most notable revolutionary inventions.

A  team of five tech-innovative
learners from the school came up with
an idea that won them a place as one of
the top ten winners at the 'Imagine Cup
Junior' (ICJ), a global competitive plat-
form provided by Microsoft Inc, to en-
courage increased innovation at schools.

The competition provides for stu-

dents aged 13-18 to
propose novel ideas
using cutting edge AI
technology to bring
positive changes in
the world. The team,
mentored by teachers,
came up with many
unique ideas to use
AI in varied do-
mains and finally fo-
cused on a profound problem related to
the healthcare vertical. They proposed
an AI-powered, bio-resistive graphene

sensor for real-time
amniotic fluid moni-
toring in pregnant
women, supporting
those who do not have
regular or easy access
to healthcare. The

team called them-
selves 'Sense and
Save', to suit their
main idea and were

triumphant in making a global mark.
They were declared one of the top ten
winners during an international event
hosted by Microsoft Inc, on June 10,
2021.

Daffodils English
School, from the Daf-
fodils Group of
Schools, won the ICJ
20 award. So for two
years in a row, two
schools of Daffodils
English School As-
sociation have made
it to the global top ten.

School team among top
ten at global AI contest

DAFFODILS FOUNDATION
FOR LEARNING

TEAM SENSE AND SAVE 
The task of visualizing and proposing a
unique idea to mitigate a problem using
AI tools is by no means easy; not for
high schoolers! They have a success
story to tell here…

Taking part in this competition was a won-
derful experience. The journey
was not just about creating a
new idea, it was about being
part of the team, working hard
and giving my best in every
phase. 
_ Vedhika Kotian, class X

My journey of ICJ 2021 has been very
enthralling, I gained a lot of
knowledge about AI and how to
turn ideas into reality. I also
learnt the importance of disci-
pline, the will power to go on
and the motive of giving back to
society.  
_ Saptham, class IX

We experienced many hurdles,
which only strengthened our
resolve to win. Winning ICJ 21
has made me more confident. I
hope our conceptualized con-
traption becomes a reality soon. 
_ Purandar S, class X 

Working with the team helped
me discover my strengths. AI is
the future and I believe our con-
tribution in the healthcare field
will help the society at large.  
_ Jhenkar Rajesh, class X 

Winning ICJ 21 has been one of the most
exciting phases of my school life.
After a lot of discussions, we
worked on integrating AI in a
graphene based sensor for preg-
nancy healthcare. 
_ Krishna Bhat, class IX

Parinita
Nadgouda, Team
leader, educator

Rajambal, sup-
port educator

Hema Jayaram,
support 
educator

Student leaders inducted into council

HAL PUBLIC SCHOOL

Students engage in lively chat with Ruskin Bond

RYAN GROUP OF
INSTITUTIONS

LADY BUG: Srivivasan S R, clrass VI, Deens Academy,
Gunjur MOBILE ADDICTION: Sai Ronak, class V, NPS Agara

Roses are red and violets are blue
I love you more than butterflies too
I love you more than trees
I love you more than flowers
I love you more than things I see
I love you MAA...
Mohika Neelamma, class III, NPS Kengeri

A LOVE POEM

Sitting in the bus
Walking home from the
class
Every second I am
alone

In my own world of
imagination
In my world of creation
I am alone

With a wandering mind

I am hard to find
Flying high in the sky
Yet, I am alone. 

Diya Chaki, class X,
DPS Whitefield
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https://marketing.skillsphere.org/ss-aigjq-bangalore


Q1:
Rahi Sarnobat has claimed a

gold medal for India in

which event?

a) Shooting   ❑ b) Archery   ❑

c) Boxing   ❑ d) Badminton   ❑

Q2:
Who has become the 1st

Indian swimmer to qualify

for the Tokyo Olympics?

a) Sajan Prakash   ❑ b) Sandeep Sejwal   ❑

c) Shamsher Khan   ❑ d) Deepak Kumar   ❑

Q3:
Who won the gold medal in

men’s individual compound

archery at the Archery World Cup?

a) Tarundeep Rai   ❑ b) Abhishek Verma   ❑

c) Jayanta Talukdar   ❑ d) Atanu Das   ❑

Q4:
Who has become the
youngest Indian cricketer

to play in all formats?
a) Sneh Rana   ❑ b) Taniya Bhatia   ❑

c) Shafali Verma   ❑ d) Smriti Mandhana   ❑

Q5:
Who won the Austrian
Grand Prix 2021?

a) Lewis Hamilton   ❑ b) Max Verstappen   ❑

c) Lando Norris   ❑ d) Valtteri Bottas   ❑

Q6:
Which cricketer became
the top run scorer across

all formats in women’s cricket?
a) Heather Knight   ❑ b) Meg Lanning   ❑

c) Mithali Raj   ❑ d) Amy Satterthwaite   ❑

Q7:
How many times has Roger

Federer reached the last 16

of Wimbledon?

a) 10 times   ❑ b) 12 times   ❑

c) 14 times   ❑ d) 16 times   ❑

Q8:
Who holds the record for

most victories by a player

in Euro Championships?

a) Cristiano Ronaldo   ❑ b) Andreas Iniesta   ❑

c) Cesc Fabregas   ❑ d) David Beckham   ❑

Q9:
Name the athlete who won

the 100m and 200m titles

at three consecutive Olympics

(2008, 2012, 2016)?

a) Justin Gatlin   ❑ b) Yohan Blake   ❑

c) Tyson Gay   ❑ d) Usain Bolt   ❑

Q10:
Who is the first Saudi

Arabian track and field

athlete to participate in Olympics?

a) Wojdan Shaherkani   ❑ b) Sarah Attar   ❑

c) Maziah Mahusin   ❑ d) Melissa Mojica   ❑

Q11:
Who is the first Test

Captain in cricket history

to score three centuries in the first

three innings

a) Kumar Sangakara   ❑ b) Steve Smith   ❑

c) Virat Kohli   ❑ d) M S Dhoni   ❑

Q12:
The term CUE is

related to

a) Badminton   ❑ b) Cricket   ❑

c) Tennis   ❑ d) Billiards   ❑
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QUIZ TIME!

ANSWERS: 1. a. Shooting   2. a. Sajan Prakash

3. b. Abhishek Verma   4. c. Shafali Verma

5. b. Max Verstappen   6. c. Mithali Raj

7. d. 16 times   8. a. Cristiano Ronaldo 

9. d. Usain Bolt   10. b. Sarah Attar

11. c. Virat Kohli   12. d. Billiards

Roger Federer 

Euro 2020 has been brimming with superlative goals and shocking results. The two semifinals _ Italy vs Spain and

England vs Denmark _ promise to be exhilarating and unpredictable affairs. The desire and motivation to win would be

fierce. Italy last won the Cup back in 1968, and Denmark in 1992. England have never played a Euro final. Among them,

only Spain have lifted the trophy twice this century, in 2008 and 2012. Here’s to more nights of nail-biting football.

May the goals continue to rain. And no more ‘own goals’ please!

SPAIN
ROUTE TO SEMIS: Group E runners-up

ROUND OF 16: 5-3 in extra times vs Croatia. Quarters:

1-1 in extra time (3-1 on penalties) vs Switzerland

STRENGTH: Found their rhythm when necessary and

six players, including midfielders, have scored

WEAKNESS: Wing-backs’ overlapping adventures

often leave them leaky at the back and the centre of

defence is yet to face a severe test

OPPORTUNITY: When they score, they score big.

Morata and Gerard cannot fail forever

THREAT: Inconsistent in front of goal. Missing too

many chances means letting the opponent off the

hook. Strikers are not good with aerial balls 

COACH: Luis Enrique

WATCH OUT FOR: Simon (gk) Alba, Pedri

KEY FACT: Spain have benefited from 3 own

goals scored by their opponents: 2 by Slovakia

and 1 by Switzerland

ITALY
ROUTE TO SEMIS: Group A winners

ROUND OF 16: 2-1 versus Australia in extra time.

Quarters: 2-1 versus Belgium

STRENGTH: Fast and tricky goal-scoring strikers

coupled with gallant defending. A midfield unit almost

comparable to one successful for Spain a decade ago

WEAKNESS: Replacing attacking left back

Leonardo Spinazzola  may be a hard act to follow 

OPPORTUNITY: Insigne’s confidence likely to

rub off on Ciro Immobile, who must come alive

in front of goal

THREAT: High press poses a problem as Spain’s Pedri

and Busquets, are masters of finding way through

COACH: Roberto Mancini

WATCH OUT FOR: Insigne, Verratti, Chiellini

KEY FACT: Italy have won five consecutive matches

for the first time at Euro; the overall joint longest

streak in the competition

DATE:

July 7, Wed,

12.30 am

VENUE:

Wembley Stadium,

London

Over 60,000

fans allowed

SPAIN vs ITALY

DENMARK
ROUTE TO SEMIS: Group B runners-up

ROUND OF 16: 4-0 vs Wales. 

Quarters:  2-1 vs Czech Republic

STRENGTH: Brave and compact team game with

a focus on an organised defence. Unpredictable

and inspired by a tragedy. Have come together

after Christian Eriksen incident

WEAKNESS: Midfield often lacks ideas. The

classy Joakim  Maehle may find himself alone as

they could go into a shell quickly under pressure

OPPORTUNITY: The forward line of

Damsgaard, Braithwaite and Dolberg is quite a

handful. Even Delaney showed he can chip in. 

THREAT: Had lost to Belgium in the group stage and the

Czechs ran them ragged. Yet to win against a big team 

COACH: Kasper Hjulmand

WATCH OUT FOR: Schmeichel (gk) Kjaer, Dolberg

KEY FACT: Faced fewer shots (24) than other sides

ENGLAND
ROUTE TO SEMIS: Group D winners

ROUND OF 16: 2-0 vs Germany. 

Quarters:  4-0 versus Ukraine

STRENGTH: Both Kane and Sterling have found

their scoring boots. Defence unscathed so far

WEAKNESS: Midfield has been combative, not

creative. Weight of history and expectations are

sky high. Home may not always be an advantage

OPPORTUNITY: Huge bench strength which can be

put to use by Southgate. The vision of silverware

seems real this time and a motivating factor. 

THREAT: Seeing off Germany has boosted their

confidence but they must take great care not to

let their guard down

COACH: Gareth Southgate

WATCH OUT FOR: Kane, Sterling, Maguire

KEY FACT: England have kept seven consecutive

clean sheets for the first time

DATE:

July 8, Thursday

12.30 am

VENUE:

Wembley Stadium,

London

Over 60,000

fans allowed

DENMARK vs ENGLAND
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